Abstract-For traditional imagery attention model, the extraction of the bottom-up visual attention information of each channel is not thinking about the disadvantages of topdown task. A top-down guidance based feature vector weighted integration strategy is designed and implemented to compare the multi-feature-channel features of the target and the whole image. Based on the strategy, the weight of each feature channel in integration and the different map between the target and each image can be calculated to guide the generation of saliency map. A new method of target region detection based on multi-channel weighted visual attention is proposed to provide a calculation mechanism for quick location on images. The experimental results indicate that the method proposed in paper can search and lock the region more quickly which the target is most likely exist, and improve the efficiency of target searching.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visual attention combines the bottom-up visual feature information with the top-down intelligent guidance. It can find the region which the searched target is most likely exist quickly before target recognition, and improve the efficiency of target searching. However, the research of visual attention model has important significance to many fields such as image compression, video compression, robot scene classification and medical image processing. In recent years, it becomes a hot topic of science and technology research [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
At present, most visual attention models consider the color [7] [8] [9] [10] , shape [7] [8] [9] , SIFT [11] and other features of the target as the similarity measure between the target and many salient regions extracted by bottom-up visual attention. Some researchers also introduce the synergetic perception [12] , multi-scale analysis and grouping [13] , multi-scale entropy [14] , and obtain a good effect. But most of them compare the target with the salient regions one by one after they extracted salient regions from visual field by the bottom-up visual attention method, without considering the role of the top-down intelligent guidance in bottom-up visual attention information extraction [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . While other models often exist the problem of high computing complexity [13] [14] . Some psychology and neuroscience research shows that the extraction of color, orientation, shape and other features in the visual pathways is not be treated equally, it changed by the topdown task, and this visual information processing mechanism of feature extraction weights changed by the task can help human find searched target quickly and effectively [15] [16] . So we can calculate the weights of the feature channels base on the task situation to guide the generation of saliency map and thereby to quick and effective find searched target. Although this thinking was also introduced by other scholars to the process of visual information extraction before, they did not give the concrete implement method of the weights calculation. Therefore, on the basis of previous work, a top-down guidance based feature vector weighted integration strategy is designed and implemented to compare the multi-feature-channel features of the target and the whole image, Based on the integration strategy, the weight of each feature channel in integration and the different map between the target and each image can be calculated to guide the generation of saliency map. A new method of target region detection based on multi-channel weighted 
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where N is the size of retinal image, maxi between target and image in the feature channel i , so in this situation the feature map in this channel just be needed to be calculated, and added with its relevant difference map as the final saliency map of the image; Otherwise, the feature maps of all feature channels should be calculated, and the difference between the target and the image of the channels should be taken as the channels' weight computed standard.
Let the feature map extracted from input image O in the feature channel i is i A , then the final saliency map
. (4) where n is the total number of feature categories, i Based on the feature vector weighted integration strategy designed, a new method of target region detection based on multi-channel weighted visual attention is proposed to provide a calculation mechanism for quick location on images. The diagram of the method is shown as in Fig. 1 below.
In order to accord with human physiological structure characteristics and achieve better target region location effect, the visual field image should be transformed to retinal image by retinal transformation firstly. The contrast sensitivity function which is related to the eccentricity and accord with psychology experiment data is taken as the weight coefficient of retinal transformation to transform the visual field image into retinal image, the concrete implement method can be find in the author's other paper [17] .
After the retinal image gained, feature vector weighted integration strategy is used to calculate the target's saliency in each channel. Let the retinal image gained is For example, the target's color feature value o color f − is,
Other feature values are calculated by the same way. Finally, the most possible regions which the target maybe in is decided on the saliency map by winner-takeall strategy. Thus, according to the saliency values, each winning saliency region is detected one by one to find the target, this can avoid to detecting the target in the whole image and can improve the efficiency of target search effectively.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Itti workgroup's image dataset is used to test the method proposed in the paper, to reflect the effect of topdown guide by task, most of the image chosen contain many saliency targets.
The contrast sensitivity function which is related to the eccentricity is used to weighted visual field image before the feature vector extraction. Part of results is as shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2 (b) is the retinal image of Fig. 2 (a) , with the visual angle 50 θ =
. Fig. 2 indicates that the retinal transformation can retain the definition and color information of the center of image while inhibit the detail information of image surround effectively. And this is concerted to retina physiological structure characteristics. After the retinal image gained, three feature channels which are color, intensity and orientation of image are chose to test our method. The saliency of target in each channel is calculated by feature vector weighted integration strategy. Relevant Gauss pyramid is constructed according to the situation and the feature map and different map in relevant feature channel is calculated. Finally, the saliency map is gained to guide the shift of visual focus. Part of test results is as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 .
In Fig. 3, Fig. 3 (a) is the original image, Fig. 3 (b) is the retinal image of Fig. 3 (a), Fig. 3 (d-i) are the feature maps and different maps of color, intensity and orientation channel respectively, and Fig. 3 (c) is the final saliency map calculated by feature vector weighted integration strategy.
In Fig. 4 , Fig. 4 (a) are the original images, Fig. 4 (b) are the order of visual focus shift results of Fig. 4 (a) calculated by Saliency algorithm respectively, Fig. 4 (c) are the order of visual focus shift results of Fig. 4 (a) calculated by the algorithm proposed in this paper respectively. For the convenience of observation, the salient regions are marked by different color circles. The task in the knowledge base is respectively: for the first original image, the task is to find the blue road sign; and for the second and third original image, the task is to find the yellow road sign. Fig. 4 indicates that classical Saliency algorithm [1] can give many salient regions in the condition of no task guide, and gain good result. But when there is a task in the knowledge base, the saliency map calculated by the method proposed can help to find the region which the searched target most likely in more quickly, and this can improve the efficiency of target searching. 
V. CONCLUSION
A top-down guidance based feature vector weighted integration strategy is designed and implemented in paper. Based on the integration strategy, a new method of target region detection based on multi-channel weighted visual attention is proposed to provide a calculation mechanism for quick target location on images. The experimental results indicate that the method proposed in paper can search the region where the target is most likely exist more quickly, and improve the efficiency of target searching.
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